Effects of homogeneous and variable exposure on magnitude of adaptation to optical tilt.
Repeated exposure to hallway exploration, alternated with periods of either watching the active hand or exploring a different set of hallways, maintains increasing visual adaptation beyond the point in time at which previous studies using homogeneous exposure have found such visual shift (VS) to be asymptotic. Experiment 1 established that this alternation-repetition effect does not depend on an actual change in task (hall to hand) but also occurs when the task context alone is changed (hall to hall). Experiment 2 compared variable (hall-to-hall) exposure with homogeneous (hall) exposure, showing that variable exposure removes the usual limit on adaptation. In both experiments, proprioceptive shift (PS) and total negative aftereffect (NA) both tended to be less than VS, producing substantial overadditivity (i.e., VS + PS greater than NA). General requirements for an attentional explanation of the alternation-repetition effect are outlined, and possible explanations of overadditivity consistent with the linear model are discussed.